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Season 3, Episode 14
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Dangerous Liaisons



Elena is surprised to receive an invitation to a formal ball, and when Damon and Stefan hear the party is being hosted at Klaus’s newly renovated mansion, they both insist on attending the event with her. Caroline and Matt also receive invitations to the ball from unexpected admirers. At the elegant party, Elena learns of a horrifying plan that could lead to numerous deaths and she must decide who she can trust with her new information. Caroline discovers a side of Klaus no one would have suspected. Finally, after an evening of violence and dashed hopes, Damon finds a new way to cope.
Quest roles:
Daniel Gillies(Elijah Mikaelson), Nathaniel Buzolic(Kol Mikaelson), Alice Evans(Esther Mikaelson)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
9 February 2012, 20:00
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